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TAPS
Our taps are food grade unless otherwise stated.
*Flow rates are based on water viscosity at 25cm constant head height.
We have some alternative gasket options to suit different chemicals.
Code
250003

Description
Plastirob Tap, 3/4” tapered thread, outlet 17mm ID, 22mm OD, PE. Available with or without nitrile o-ring. Flow rate 250ml/sec*.
Tri-Sure

250655

Jumbo Tap, 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 18mm ID, 22 OD, HDPE fixed body, PP
spigot, silicone gasket Flow rate 296ml/sec*. Fits nozzle reducer 204676^.
Worldwide Dispensers

252050

Flo Rite Tap, 3/4” tapered thread (NPT, no gasket), outlet 15mm ID,
20mm OD, HDPE fixed body, LDPE outlet. Can be used as solvent tap in
some cases (also see 320100 alloy solvent tap). Flow rate approx 80ml/
sec*

255830

Rieke
8mm Quick Serve Tap, 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 8mm ID, 11mm OD, LLDPE
swivel body, PP spigot, silicone gasket. Flow rate 72ml/sec*. Use back nut
202015 or 202004.

257803

Worldwide Dispensers
12mm Quick Serve Tap, 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 12mm ID, 15mm OD,
HDPE swivel body, PP spigot, EPDM gasket. Flow rate 155ml/sec*. Use
back nut 202015 or 202004.
Worldwide Dispensers
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406129

Water Butt Tap with hose barb, 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 11mm ID, 14mm
OD, HDPE fixed body, PP spigot, EPDM gasket. Flow rate 105ml/sec*. Can
be used with back nut 202015. Outlet does not turn when lever is turned
so hose doesn’t twist. Designed for outdoors use e.g. with IBCs. Not food
grade. Worldwide Dispensers

406130

Water Butt Tap with hose connector, 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 11mm ID,
14mm OD, HDPE fixed body, PP spigot, EPDM gasket. Flow rate 105ml/
sec* Can be used with back nut 202015. Outlet does not turn when lever
is turned so hose doesn’t twist. Designed for outdoors use e.g. with IBCs.
Not food grade.
Worldwide Dispensers
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TAPS
Our taps are food grade unless otherwise stated.
Code
302033
302006
302110

350100

Code
352050

Description
Snap-Taps: 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 10mm ID, 15mm OD, PP body, TPE
plunger, stainless steel spring, santoprene gasket. Flow rate approx 20ml/
sec*. Available in short or long thread, square or rounded lever, green,
white, blue. Other colours on request, MOQs apply. These are food grade
and BPA free.
Examples of 3 stocked Snap Taps shown here.
Solvent Tap: 3/4” tapered thread, outlet 20mm ID, 24mm OD, alloy body,
nylon seal (no gasket). Designed for use with solvents. Spring loaded for
positive shut off. Check chemical compatibility with aluminium.
Not food grade.

Description
2” Tap: 2” tapered thread, outlet 47mm ID, 54mm OD, HDPE body.
EPDM gasket (3 gaskets of different thicknesses supplied). Flow rate 70L/
min* (drain a 200L drum in approx 3 minutes).
Rieke

400008

1/4” Bulb/Taper: inline tap, HDPE body, PP spigot. Used in home brewing
& laboratories

401004

1/2” Double Barb: inline tap, HDPE body, PP spigot. Used in home brewing & laboratories

401005
401006

1/2” Barb x 1/4” BSP: thread, HDPE body, PP spigot. Used in home brewing & laboratories
401005 = without back nut or gasket
401006 = with back nut and gasket

204676

AFT outlet reducer nozzle, PP. Clips on to Aeroflow and Jumbo taps to reduce the outlet from 22mm OD to 17mm. Useful where you want a quick
flow but need to fill narrow necked bottles.
Backnuts for 3/4” taps, HDPE
white
black

202004
202015
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TAPS
Breather taps have a tube that allows air into the container for a smooth flow. We make
tap-caps using Aeroflow or SmoothFlow Taps and a variety of caps as below.
Cap Size

Code
251804
204676

258445
258446

Description
Aeroflow Tap, 3/4” BSP thread, outlet 18mm ID, 22mm OD, LLDPE swivel
body, PP spigot and breather tube, silicone gasket. Flow rate 70ml/sec*.
Can be used with PP nozzle reducer 204676 (reduces outlet to 17mm
OD)
Smoothflow Tap 38mm cap, outlet 12mm ID, 15mm OD, LLDPE body, PP
spigot, rubber gasket. Flow rate 30ml/sec*.
38/410 (deep 38mm cap) blue cap only
38/400 (shallow 38mm cap) white cap, blue plug only

45mm cap (Alto)

700293
700294

White AFT, white 45mm Alto cap
Red AFT, white 45mm Alto cap
Also available with Smoothflow Tap and with red caps (MOQ applies to
red)

55mm cap

700824

Red AFT, red 55mm Blow Moulders cap
Also available with white tap and Smoothflow Tap (SFT)

58mm cap (VIP, ES Plastics, Passion Plastics & others)

700830
700833
700835
700837
700420
700422
700541
700543
700430

White AFT, black 58mm cap
Red AFT, black 58mm cap - Most Popular
White AFT, red 58mm cap
Note:
Red AFT, red 58mm cap
When using tap-caps the conSFT, red 58mm cap
tainer must be returned to the
SFT, black 58mm cap
upright position when not in use,
Red AFT, natural NW50 cap
to
reduce the risk of leakage and
White AFT, natural NW50 cap
wear on the tap and gasket
SFT, natural NW50 cap

63.5mm cap (Alto)

700744
700745
700428

White AFT, white 63.5mm Alto cap
Red AFT, white 63.5mm Alto cap
SFT, white 63.5mm cap

70mm cap

700380
700389
700435

Red AFT, red 70mm Alto cap
White AFT, red 70mm Alto cap
SFT, red 70mm Alto cap

Steel Caps - 44mm and 56mm

700821
700433
700434

Red AFT, 56mm steel cap
SFT, 56mm steel cap
SFT, 44mm steel cap

(Blow Moulders)

NW50/60mm European Cap

(Alto)
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TAPS
Code

Description
Flushing Hook Taps for end of line
H001313 For drip line ID 13mm
H001616N For drip line ID 14.7mm
H001515 For drip line ID 15.2mm
H001616A For drip line ID 16mm
H001919 For drip line ID 19mm
H002525 For drip line ID 25mm
Inline taps for drip line
I001313
For drip line ID 13mm
I001616N For drip line ID 14.7mm
I001515
For drip line ID 15.2mm
I001616A For drip line ID 16mm
For drip line ID 19mm
I001919
I002525
For drip line ID 25mm
Tuff Taps materials: Acetyl body, nylon handle, NBR o-rings, food grade petroleum jelly lubrication

Tap Key

Tuff Tap Carton Quantities

BSP = British Standard Pipe-Thread
NPS = National Pipe Size (USA)
NPT = National Pipe Tapered Thread (USA)
HDPE = High Density Polyethylene.
LDPE = Low Density Polyethylene
LLDPE = Linear Low Density Polyethylene
IBC = Intermediate Bulk Container.
Spigot = Outlet

Sizes 13-16A come in cartons of 250
Sizes 19-25 come in cartons of 200
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DISPENSER PUMPS
Unless otherwise stated our dispenser pumps are made by Rieke
Packaging and are food grade.
Code

106602

106450

106462
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Flap
Valve

Description
RS3 - suitable for products of light to medium viscosity
No water ingress and no metal contact - suitable in wet areas for shampoos,
gels, soap and lotions. Lock-down head. Polypropylene with stainless steel
spring.
2.2ml dose with swan head, 28/410 smooth cap.
RS4 - suitable for delimonene and gritty products of light to medium viscosity
Suitable for industrial hand cleaners and cleaning products. Lock-down head.
acetyl head, collar & body, hytrel plunger & valve, polypropylene cap, stainless steel spring.
4ml dose with standard head, 38/400 cap.
We can fit this pump to caps 45mm and over to suit your container

106301
106305

5ml dose, 38/400 cap, ball valve, standard head

104030
104020

*

Most of the pumps listed below are available in different doses
MOQs apply to non-stock items - stock items are listed below
In most cases we can cut dip tube to required length
Lock-down head means the pump is suitable for shipping on container
Ball valves are best for thin viscosity products, flap valves are best for thick
viscosity, either can be used for medium viscosity

4ml dose with standard head and heavy duty spring for high viscosity products
RS5 - suitable for a wide range of cosmetic, personal care and surgical
products including alcohol based sanitisers.
Available in a range of head styles to suit different applications. Lock down
head. Polypropylene with stainless steel spring.
5ml dose, 28/410 cap, ball valve, round head, long nozzle

104014
104019

Ball
Valve

•
•
•
•
•

RS10 - suitable for a wide range of food, personal care and cleaning products
We can fit this pump to caps 45mm and over to suit your container. Lockdown head. Polypropylene with stainless steel spring.
10ml dose, 38/400 cap, ball valve, white, (shown locked down).
10ml dose, 28/400 cap, ball valve, black (we also have other specs in black
including with glass bottle collar)
Ask us for codes for this pump in white fitted to jerry can caps 45-70mm
(58mm cap shown*).
10ml dose, 38/400 cap, flap valve, white
10ml dose, 28/410 cap, flap valve, white
Ask us for codes for this pump in white fitted to jerry can caps 45-70mm or
fitted to universal glass bottle collar.
Flap valves have a wider body and dip tube than ball valves, so are best
suited to medium or thick viscosity liquids.
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DISPENSER PUMPS
*These pumps can be taken apart for cleaning
Code

106500
106510

106800

Description
R30 - suitable products of light to medium viscosity, polypropylene with
stainless steel spring, nitrile umbrella valve*.
Food grade and suitable for a wide range of chemicals. Can be fitted to any
sized cap over 38mm so please ask for codes for your requirement. Dose can
be restricted to 10, 15, 20ml. Codes vary depending on cap size and dose.
30ml dose, 38/400mm cap, diptube to suit your container
30ml dose, 58mm cap, diptube to suit your container
MS30 - suitable products of light to medium viscosity, polypropylene with
stainless steel spring, umbrella valve (not made by Rieke)*
Suitable for industrial hand cleaners and cleaning products. Lock-down head.
Can be fitted to any sized cap over 38mm so please ask for codes for your
requirement. Dose can be restricted to 10, 15, 20ml.
30ml dose, 38/410mm cap, diptube to suit your container - deeper cap than
106500

The pumps below can be fitted to pails (or caps).
We recommend using a pedestal foot to support the
pump in the pail.
Hybrid - Suitable for thick products with small or no particulates. Polypropylene with stainless steel spring, LDPE flap valve, glass ball*.
The head is the same as R30 but has wider body and stronger spring (also see
Maxi Pump). Codes vary depending on cap size and dose.
105000

30ml dose, no cap. Can be fitted to any cap over 38mm.

Maxi Pump - Suitable for thick, chunky products e.g. creams, salsa, chutney.
Polypropylene with stainless steel spring, LDPE flap valve*.
The outlet is 10mm and can be restricted to 4mm or 7mm. Wide body and
strong spring as in Hybrid pump. Codes vary depending on cap size and dose.
107000
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30ml dose. Can be fitted to any cap over 38mm. We also have a non-drip
insert that is necessary for some products using this pump.
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DISPENSER PUMPS
Code

Why use a Fixed Nozzle Dispenser?
The outlet does not move when you pump so you can leave your receptacle in position instead of moving it as you pump.
Description
FND30- Suitable for light to medium viscosity products with no particulates.
Polypropylene with nitrile o-ring, LDPE valve, stainless steel spring*

106000

30ml dose, can be fitted to any cap over 38mm.

Major 100 Suitable for light to medium viscosity products with no particulates. Polypropylene with nitrile o-ring, glass ball, stainless steel spring
107500

100ml dose. Can be fitted to any cap over 38mm.

107600

Major 250 Suitable for light viscosity products with no particulates
250ml dose. Can be fitted to any cap over 38mm.

INDUSTRIAL PUMPS FOR DRUMS, PETROL & WATER
Beckson drum pumps are made in the USA.
Beckson pumps have PVC bodies and viton seals and are compatible with a wide range of acids
and alkaliis. They are not food grade. Siphons downhill when liquid source is higher than receptacle.
132000

CP1848S Chemical Transfer Pump

132134

Siphon or lift action, siphons approx 5L/min, pumps approx 225ml/stroke.
Comes with 2” NPT adaptor or we can fit to caps 45mm and larger. Clear PVC
outlet hose 14mm OD x 1200mm long, body 470mm, viton valve and seal.
Comes with dip tube 450mm for 200L drums, and straplock to secure the
pump.
236-PF-4 High Volume Chemical Transfer Pump
Siphon or lift action, siphons approx 20L/min, pumps approx 800ml/stroke.
Comes with 2” NPT adaptor. Clear PVC outlet hose 27mm OD x 1200mm
long, body 850mm, viton valve and seal.

132150

9A-V Petrol Pump
Siphon or lift action, siphons approx 4L/min, pumps approx 110ml/stroke.
Compatible with petrol, diesel, kerosene. Body 260mm, clear PVC inlet hose
183mm, outlet 91mm, viton valve and seal

132170
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136-PF-6 Water Meter Pump
Portable pump for clearing water from holes. Lift action, pumps approx 1L/
stroke. Body 900mm, outlet hose 1.8m. Stone strainer and intake extensions
available.
Page 7

POURERS FOR JERRY CANS
Pourer spouts are a simple way to decant high volumes from 20L containers
Code
500920

Description
Jerry can pourer spouts for plastic or steel containers. Made from HDPE
with santoprene gasket, reducer nozzle, cap blanker and end cap
58mm cap for plastic containers (yellow only)

500921

56mm cap for steel containers (green only)
Flexible spout for caps over 58mm

500922

Black HDPE with LLDPE cover cap and PE foam (alveocel) gasket 3/4” adaptor. This spout can be fitted to most caps using a 3/4” back nut (202015).

TRIGGER SPRAYERS
Industrial trigger sprayers in a range of colours. Caps are 28/400.
900100
900101
900102
900103
900104
900105

All white
White and blue
White and yellow
White and green
White and red
All black

HOSE END SPRAYERS
Hose end sprayers with 38mm cap
900300BK

Green with 4mm uptake tube, ex-stock, no MOQ
Also available in other colours and/or with 8mm uptake tube
with MOQ 9000.
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ADAPTORS FOR JERRY CANS & DRUMS
Female x Female adaptors convert jerry can threads to 2” BSP to allow pumps to be fitted.
Code
800509

Description
Female x Female adaptor for Alto 63.5mm thread
DIN63, 62mm ID buttress thread female x 2” BSP/57mm female. White
polypropylene, no gasket.

Female x Female adaptor for 58mm jerry can threads e.g. VIP, EPI, ES
Plastics. Also for European jerry cans.
800532

NW50, 60mm ID buttress thread female x 2” BSP/57mm female. Food
grade black glass filled polypropylene with santoprene gasket. This replaces the yellow version that has been discontinued.

Male x Female adaptors for drums, to convert to 2” BSP to fit drum pumps or 2” taps.
We are unable to source adaptors for drums with non-standard threads.
Male x Female adaptor for US buttress thread 64x5 (Rieke & Tri-Sure)
800515

Rieke AM464, 64mm buttress thread male x 2” NPS/57mm female. Green
polypropylene with, EPDM gasket.
This is the same thread as drum bung 800605.
Male x Female adaptor for European thread 70x6 (Mauser & Tri-Sure)

800525

Beckson A01, 70mm buttress thread male x 2” BSP/57mm female. Natural
polypropylene with black nitrile o-ring at the top of the thread.
This is the same thread as drum bung 800612.
NB this adaptor as the same buttress thread as adaptor 800530BK but the
o-ring is at the base of the thread (as on the 70x6 drum bung). This can be
used for pumps with Chinese-made 68mm Mauser style drums, at customers discretion and risk.
Male x Female adaptor for European thread 70x6 (Mauser & Tri-Sure)

800530BK

Another version of the European 70mm buttress thread male x 2”
BSP/57mm female. Black polypropylene with santoprene o-ring at base of
thread. This is the same thread as drum bung 800612.
NB this adaptor as the same buttress thread as adaptor 800525 but is
deeper.
Male x Female adaptor for 56x4 thread (Tri-Sure)

800570

Tri-Sure 56mm buttress thread male x 2” BSP/57mm female. Black polypropylene with, santoprene gasket.
This is the same thread as drum bung 800723 and 800608.
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DRUM BUNGS
Replacement drum bungs, 3/4” and 2”, for plastic drums: We stock original bungs made by Tri-Sure and Rieke which are
suitable for drums manufactured in NZ, Australia, USA and Europe. We also have some bungs that are for drums made
in China and India. These tend to be copies of the major manufacturer’s bungs but are slightly larger or smaller and are
unfortunately not interchangeable with the original versions, and we can not source adaptors for these threads.

To identify the drum thread either measure the male bung thread at the widest point (see diagram below, not across
the top or bottom of the bung) or measure the female drum thread at the narrowest point. Then measure the pitch
which is the distance between the ridges on the threads. With a ruler or tape measure this may not be 100% accurate
but it will be close enough to work out which bung you are likely to have.
If you are not sure, please email a photo and your measurements to info@3swans.co.nz or courier a sample to us.
2” Fine Thread
Normally referred to as 2” BSP (parallel) or NPS (tapered), the thread is 57mm OD with a close pitch.
Bungs in this size: 800631, 800723, 800722. 800632 is the US, tapered fine thread.
Buttress or Coarse Thread
Commonly referred to as 2” buttress bungs the actual sizes vary greatly but there are three sizes that are most common. We have adaptors for these three common threads to convert to 2” BSP female for pumps and taps:
1. 56x4 Tri-Sure buttress thread that is 56mm OD x 4mm pitch. Bungs in this size are 800727 or 800608.
2. 64x5 Tri-Sure or Rieke US thread that is 64mm OD x 5mm pitch. Bungs in this size are 800605, 800606.
3. 70x6 Mauser thread that is 70mm OD x 6mm pitch. Bung in this size is 800612.
Most of our Tri-Sure bungs are Push Lock Compatible which is a tamper evident cap seal that clips onto the bung instead of around the drum moulding. See Cap Seal section on page 13 for more information.

2” BSP Thread

{

56x4

64x5
2” Buttress Threads

}

70x6

P

P= Pitch of Thread
(Distance between threads)

Outer Diameter of Thread
Version Mar 20
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DRUM BUNGS
800622

800610

3/4” BSP/25mm fine thread, polypropylene with
nitrile gasket.
Available in white, black and red.
Vented version 600865
Tri-Sure
23x5mm buttress thread (DC216), polypropylene with EPDM gasket.

800614

38x5mm buttress thread (DC205), Mauser style with o-ring at the base of
the thread. Polypropylene with nitrile gasket.

800631
800723

2” BSP/57mm OD fine thread, plain i.e. without the centre insert. 800631
is polypropylene with a cream EPDM gasket. 800723 is polypropylene
with a black nitrile gasket.
Vented Option: Our code 600204 or remove centre insert of 800722 and
fit 600865 800631 made by Rieke, 800723 made by Tri-Sure, these are
interchangable.
2” BSP/57mm OD fine thread with 3/4” BSP centre insert, polypropylene
with nitile gasket. This is the same thread as 800631 & 800723 which does
not have the centre insert.
Vented Option: Our code 600204 or remove centre insert and fit 600865
vented bung
Tri-Sure
2” NPS thead with 3/4” BSP insert well (3/4” bung not included). Rieke
PPA-56, polypropylene with EPDM gasket.
Vented Option: Remove centre and fit 600865 vented bung.

800722

800632

Rieke
Drum Bungs are genearlly made from polypropylene but we can source many bungs in other materials including
nylon or steel (3/4” & 2” BSP)
Top View of Bungs

Plain Top
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3/4” Insert Fitted
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3/4” threaded insert well
(centre bung not fitted)

DRUM BUNGS
800608

800727

56x4 buttress thread with 3/4” BSP centre insert, polypropylene with
nitrile gasket. This is the same thread as 800727 which does not have the
centre insert.
Adaptor: 800570
Vented Option: Our code 600862 or we can remove centre insert and fit
600865 vented bung.
Tri-Sure
56x4 buttress thread, plain, polypropylene with nitrile gasket.
Adaptor: 800570
Vented Option: 600862
Tri-Sure

800605
800606

800612

64x5 buttress thread with 3/4” BSP insert well (3/4” bung not included).
Tri-Sure or Rieke PPA-57-B5, both polypropylene with EPDM gaskets.
800606 is Push Lock compatible.
Adaptor: 800515
Vented Option: Our code 600864 or remove centre and fit 600865
800605 made by Rieke, 800606 made by Tri-Sure
70x6 buttress thread (Mauser) with 3/4” BSP insert fitted. O-ring is at the
bottom of the thread. Polypropylene with EBA-16 o-ring (Ethylene Butyl
Acrylate).Push Lock compatible.
Adaptors: 800525, 800530BK.
Vented Option:Remove centre and fit 600865.
Tri-Sure
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800616

56x4 buttress thread, plain for Mauser style Indian made drums. Poly
gasket (DC210).
Adaptor: No adaptor & we can’t drill this for a tap due to ribbing on top
Vented Option: No vented option

800624

61x4 buttress thread, plain, Mauser style for Australian Enviro drums.
Nitrile gasket (DC207).
Adaptor: None. We can drill centre hole for 3/4” tap.
Vented Option: 600811 or drill centre and fit 600865.

800635

61-62x5 buttress thread, plain, Rieke style for some Asian made drums.
Nitrile gasket. Replaced DC214, 800637 which was discontinued by manufacturer.
Adaptor: None. We can drill centre hole for 3/4” tap.
Vented Option: Drill centre and fit 600865.
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CAPSEALS

800440
800450

Safe Seal TE cap seals, white, polyethylene plastic with metal band.
These require a crimp tool for each size.
3/4” Safe Seal PX-1-050 (tool code 800445)
2” Safe Seal PX-03-050 (tool code 800460)

Rieke

800441
800453

Tite Grip TE cap seals, white, all plastic polyethylene, press-on, no tool
required.
3/4” APT-1-5000
2” APT-3-5000

800480
800481

Rieke
Samba Cap, all plastic polyethylene, white, press-on, no tool required.
3/4”
2”
Tri-Sure

800462

800470
800471
800472
800473

800491
800493

70x6 cap seal, red, all plastic polyethylene, for Mauser drums, plastic,
press-on, no tool required.
Tri-Sure
Tab Seal TE cap seals, galvinised plate metal, these require a crimp tool for
each size.
3/4” white (tool code 800465)
2” white (tool code 800466)
3/4” yellow ‘Sealed and Protected’ (tool code 800465)
2” yellow ‘Sealed and Protected’ (tool code 800466)
Tri-Sure
Push Lock cap seals, 2.5” white or red, all plastic polyethylene, press-on,
no tool required. These fit to Push Lock compatible drum bungs, whereas
all others seal around the drum moulding. Compatible bungs 800606,
800612, 800727.
2.5” white
2.5” red

Push Lock Cap Seals in action
Version Mar 20
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CAP TIGHTENERS & OTHER TOOLS

800403

Cap Tightener, PP, 3/4 for 58mm cap and tap-caps, red (replaces 800407
which was full-round and couldn’t be used with tap-caps).

800404

Universal tool for 58mm caps and drum bungs, 3/4” and 2”. Also has spike
for removing metal Tab Seal cap seals.
3mm steel sheet metal, zinc electroplated.
Metal Tab Seal Remover
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800405

Cap Tightener, PP, For Alto 63.5mm and 33mm caps, orange.
Has raised lugs on the back for 3/4” and 2” drum bungs.
Cannot be used with tap-caps.

800406

Cap Tightener, PP, For Alto 70mm and 45mm caps, orange.
Has raised lugs on the back for 3/4” and 2” drum bungs.
Can be used with 70mm tap-caps.

800408

Cap Tightener, PP, for NW50 caps (60mm coarse thread, usually on IBC
outlets but also on some European jerry cans).
See codes 800415 and 800416 for tools for the top port
lids of IBCs.

800409

Drum Wrench Rieke W-169 spanner for Rieke bungs. Light weight aluminium alloy. This is not universal but fits most bungs by Rieke and Tri-Sure
that have 4 lugs.

800411

Drum Wrench Tri-Sure T09 universal for 3/4” and 2” bungs and cap seals.
Solid steel head with steel pipe handle. This is the best tool if you have a
wide variety of bungs and caps seals and are constantly opening or closing
drums.

800412

Drum Wrench Tri-Sure flat head manganese bronze (sparkless) for 3/4”
and 2” bungs. This is not universal but fits most bungs by Rieke and TriSure that have 4 lugs.
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CAP TIGHTENERS & OTHER TOOLS continued...

800408

Cap Tightener, PP, for NW50 caps (60mm coarse thread, usually on IBC outlets but also on some European jerry cans). See
codes 800415 and 800416 for tools for the top port lids of
IBCs.

800415

IBC 6” Lid C Spanner for the top port lid of IBCs . This is solid
steel, 1.2kg.

800416

IBC 6” Lid Butterfly Wrench for the top port lid of IBCs.
This is a lighter metal than 800415, 600g.

Top port lid

Outlet
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IBC THREAD INFORMATION
There are 3 common sizes of tank threads:
A. 60mm - S60x6 - Tanks made by Sotralentz, Grief,
Sonoco and Mamor. Replacement valve is 800248.
B. 75mm - S75x6 (the most common) - Tanks made
by Schutz, Clawson and Fustiplast. Replacement
valve is 800212 or 800212CM.
C. 80mm - S80x6 - Tanks by Mauser (Hoover) and
Reyde. Replacement valve is 800318.

A.

B.

There is also a 100mm thread but we do not stock
this valve.

C.

See page 17 for adaptor ID chart
B.
S100

A.
NW50

Coarse thread valve outlets are usually:
A. 60mm OD - S60x6 or
B. 100mm OD - S100x8

Fine thread valve outlets can be 4 types:
1. 2”/58mm male fine thread, approx 20mm
deep (not shown)

3.

2.

2. 2”/58mm male fine thread, approx 10mm
deep, on an integrated camlock outlet.
3. 61-62mm male fine thread, approx 10mm
deep, on an integrated camlock.
4. 3”/77mm fine thread, usually on a Chinese
valve.

4.
3”/77mm
OD

Integrated camlock outlets have travel cap threads
of either 58mm or 62mm. Use a 2” female camlock
adaptor to convert these outlets.

Coarse Thread Measurements:				
Female S60/NW50 = 56-60mm ID				
Female S75 = 70-75mm ID					
Female S80 = 75-80mm ID
Female S100 = 91-99mm ID
			
Male S60/NW50 = 59-60mm OD
Male S100 = 88-97mm OD

Fine Thread Measurements:
2” BSP female = 56-57mm ID
2” BSP male = 58-59mm OD

BSP = British standard pipe-thread, fine.
NPS=Nominal Pipe Size, fine. NPT=National Pipe Tapered Thread, fine.
Common measurements preceeded by NW, DN, or S are approximate sizes e.g. NW50 is approximately 50mm. However, DIN is an exact measurment e.g. DIN61 is 61mm.
NW50 also known as 2” buttress or coarse thread. Also known as DIN61 or S60.
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*
#
^


800534
(Heavy Duty)

Also fits these adaptors

KEY

800560

Requires:

Or 800555
(2” BSP female)

800556*
(NW50 male)

Requires:

NW50 Male or
2” BSP Female

800557
(NW50 male)
Or 800563
(2” BSP female)

Requires:

800562^

Requires:

2” Camlock
Male

July 17
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Requires:
800558

3” Camlock Male

 Integrated camlock valves have camlock outlet with a shallow
(1cm deep) fine male thread which may be 57 or 62mm. Screw-on
adaptors cannot be fitted. Use camlock adaptors with locking arms.

800559 (female)
800561 (male)

Requires:

2” Hose Tail Male

NW50 Male or
2” BSP Female

Convert To:

77mm BSP
Kingtainer

Caps for 80mm BSP Thread:
2 Piece for Nozzle 500749

800554

Requires:

Starting Outlet:

800538*

Requires:

Caps for 2” BSP Thread # :
Plain 500742
3 Piece for Nozzle 500768

2” Camlock
Male

(2” fine thread)

2” BSP Male

NW50 Male

Caps for S100 Thread:
Plain 500751

Convert To:

Starting Outlet:

Starting Outlet:
Caps for 2” Male
Camlock:
S100 Buttress Male
Plain with locking arms
(100mm OD coarse
500764^
thread)
57mm 500747
61mm 500478
Convert To:

800552

800539#

2” Camlock Male or
Schutz Integrated
Camlock

Requires:

2” Camlock Male

Caps for NW50 Thread*:
Plain 500743
3 Piece for Nozzle 500746
¾” BSP insert for tap 500746

Requires:

2” BSP Male

(DIN61, 61mm OD
coarse thread)

NW50 Male

800532 (Basic)

Requires:

2” BSP Female
2” BSP Male

Convert To:

Starting Outlet:

Convert To:

2” BSP Female

Starting Outlet:

IBC Adaptor Identification

IBC ADAPTOR ID CHART

IBC ADAPTORS FOR IBCS (1000L Containers):

800531

IBC tank adaptor for Schutz S75 coarse thread female x 2” BSP male. Black
polypropylene with white santoprene gasket. Heavy duty version.
Female-Male

800532

IBC basic Adaptor, Schutz, NW50 female x 2” BSP female. Black polypropylene with white santoprene gasket. Same thread as 800534 heavy duty
version. Food grade.
Female-Female

800534

IBC Adaptor CPP, heavy duty NW50 female x 2” BSP female, swivel type.
Black with flat santoprene gasket at NW50 end & rounded PEE gasket at BSP
end. Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Female

800538

IBC Adaptor CPP, 2” BSP female x NW50 male. Black with rounded PEE gasket. Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800539

IBC Adaptor NW50 female x 2” BSP male. Black with rounded PEE gasket.
Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800552

IBC Adaptor CPP Camlock. NW50 female x 2” Camlock Male, standard.
Black with rounded PEE gasket. Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800554

IBC Adaptor 2” NPS female x 2” camlock male. Sometimes stock has a 2”
NPS/62mm OD at camlock end as dust cover (same thread as 500748),
alternatively they are supplied with a dust plug. Rounded PEE gasket.
Female-Male

Sizing Information - see page 16 for further info
Female thread measurements are given as narrowest ID (thread to thread)-widest ID (inner edge to
edge) e.g. 56-62mm.
NW50 or S60 Female = 56-62mm
S75 = 70-75mm
S80 = 75-80mm
S100 Female = 91-99mm
Version Mar 20
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CPP adaptors are food grade.
PEE = Polyethylene elastomer.

IBC ADAPTORS FOR IBCS (1000L Containers) Cont...

800557

IBC Adaptor Chinese Kingtainer 77mm/3” BSP female x NW50 male.
Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800562

IBC Adaptor Chinese Kingtainer 77mm/3” BSP female with rounded PEE
gasket x 2” Camlock male. Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800563

IBC Adaptor Chinese Kingtainer 77mm/3” BSP female with rounded PEE
gasket x 2”/57mm ID BSP female. Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Female

Kingtainer Outlet
(77mm fine thread)

S100 Outlet
(100mm coarse thread)

800555

IBC Adaptor S100x8 female with PEE gasket x 2” BSP female. Glass filled
polypropylene.
Female-Female

800556

IBC Adaptor S100x8 female x NW50 male, flat gasket. Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800558

IBC Adaptor S100x8 female with flat gasket x 3” camlock male. Glass filled
polypropylene.
Female-Male

Version Mar 20
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IBC ADAPTORS FOR IBCS (1000L Containers) Cont...
800559

IBC Adaptor 2” female camlock with locking arms x 2” BSP female. Glass
filled polypropylene.
Female-Female

800560

IBC Adaptor 2” female camlock with locking arms x 2” hose tail male.
Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

800561

IBC Adaptor 2” female camlock with locking arms x 2” BSP male.
Glass filled polypropylene.
Female-Male

IBC BALL VALVES
We stock Darcie Lite ball valves made by CPP. Polypropylene body, LDPE or PP elastomer seals, they come with a tethered end cap. These valves are unlikely to be compatible with solvent based products.
The outlet thread is NW50 (spare caps 500743, 500745 and 500746).
800248

S60 female (tank thread) x S60 male (outlet thread).
Fits IBCs by Mamor, Sotralentz, Greif or Sonoco.

800212

S75 female (tank thread) x S60 male (outlet thread).
or
800212CM x 2” camlock male with dust plug
S75 Fits IBCs by Schutz

800318

S80 female (tank thread) x S60 male (outlet thread).
Fits IBCs made by Mauser, Hoover, Reyde.
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CAPS & ACCESSORIES FOR IBCS
500742

IBC cap 2” NPT (US fine thread) HDPE with Alveocel PE foam gasket. For USA
IBCs. Used on IBC outlets as a travel cap.

500743

IBC cap NW50 (coarse/buttress) thread, HDPE with Alveocel PE foam gasket. Used on IBC outlets as a travel cap.

500745

IBC cap NW50 (coarse/buttress) thread HDPE with Alveocel
PE foam gasket with ¾” BSP insert and LDPE bowl gasket.

700747

500745 cap with 406130 water butt tap with garden hose
connector.

500746

NW50 (coarse/buttress) thread 3 piece cap for nozzle 800260. HDPE with
Alveocel PE foam gasket, PE disc.

500768

2” BSP 3 piece cap for nozzle 800260.

800260

NB 3 piece cap for Kingtainer is unavailable.
Use 800557+500746
Polypropylene nozzle for IBC. Use with caps 500746 or 500768.

500747

Valve cap for Schutz integrated camlock, Mark I, 2” BSP/57mm ID. 13mm
deep. Black with no gasket.

500748

Valve cap for Schutz integrated camlock, Mark II, 62mm ID.
13mm deep. Black with no gasket.
e.g. Integrated camlock

500751

Cap for Mauser IBC S100 closed cap, buttress thread (thread also known
as DN80).
This is the same thread as adaptors 800556 & 800558, for 100mm OD IBC
outlets.

500761
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Tamper evident Foil seal for IBC outlet. Apply using heat e.g. an iron.
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CAPS & ACCESSORIES FOR IBCS
500754

500760

Schutz 6”/NW150 lid for top IBC port, solid, usually black PP with TPE* gasket.
NW150 = 6”/152mm ID. Also available vented, code 500756 and see 600861
& 600867 for replacement vents.
Schutz 9”/NW225 lid for top IBC port, solid, usually black PP with cellular
rubber or TPE gasket.
NW225 = 9”/232mm ID. This is unavailable vented.
NB black and green caps are FDA approved, red are UN approved.

500756

Schutz 6”/NW150 lid for top IBC port, VENTED, red PP with TPE* gasket.
Standard vent is 600861 as shown below.

500757

Replacement over cap for vent
*TPE = Thermoplastic Elastomer, also known as thermoplastic rubber

600861

Replacement standard 2” BSP IBC lid vent, PP bung with
silicone mushroom vent. Vents at approximatley 2PSI.

Underside of vent

600867

Two way vacuum vent 2” BSP for IBC lids, for high flow situations e.g.
draining tank to reduce pannelling. Glass filled polypropylene with stainless steel spring. Vents at 4PSI.

VENTED CAPS & CLOSURES
Our Child Resistant Caps are suitable for a wide range of products including those with fragrance, detergents and oils.
600831 has the highest spec liner with the best roll-off properties. Made in the USA by Performance Systematix Inc.
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600819

28mm, 28/400, Child Resistant Cap, PP, with PSI C4 foam grooved back
vented liner.

600830

38mm, 38/400, Child Resistant Cap, PP, with PSI C4 foam grooved back
vented liner.

600831

38mm, 38/400, Child Resistant Cap, PP, with PSI YC4 foam grooved back
vented liner, which has the best roll-off properties.
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VENTED CAPS & CLOSURES
We can fit a PTFE vent to any cap or drum bung but this vent is not suitable for every product that requires venting.
PTFE is hydrophobic and only suitable for chemicals and products that have only water added, which have a high surface tension.
For products that have a low surface tension e.g. chemicals with fragrance, detergent, alcohol added, a Super Resistant
Vent will be required. The type of vent available depends on which closure you are using. Please see the chart below
for your options and contact us if you are new to venting or have any questions so we can discuss your needs.
Vented closures MUST be tested by the customer under their specific end use conditions.
For any vented container the following must be noted:
5-10% head-space must be left when filling, to allow the gas to escape out the vent and to minimise risk of leakage
from, or plugging of, the vent.
When filling containers up to 30L we recommend doing a ‘tip and test’ whereby you fit the cap, tip the container over
briefly and check that no leaks are evident. Then return the container upright.
Containers must be transported and stored upright at all times.

PTFE
For any closure

D15
D17
D38
For caps or bungs with spigot for press fit vent

Microporous
3/4”

Microporous 3/4”
fitted to 2” BSP
Bung

Microporous
fitted to 2”
buttress bung

Examples of Vented Closures

Vent Type

Closures

Vented Liner

28mm
38mm

Press Fit Vents D15,
D17, D38

Microporous Vents

IBC Vents
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Appropriate Vents
PSI, YC4, gooved back vented liner can be fitted to wad-seal style caps of
28mm and 38mm, as shown for child resistant caps 600831.
Press Fit Vents by WL Gore can be fitted to caps that are moulded with a
spigot to fit the vent e.g. some caps made by Alto and ES Plastics, 58mm and
larger.

58mm
63.5mm
70mm
D15 vents are suited to containers up to 30L. Use D17 vent for viscous prodDrum Bungs
ucts or for larger containers, i.e. up to 60L. Use D38 vent for drums and
IBCs.
Drum Bungs We stock drum bungs vented with Tri-Sure’s microporous vents and WL
Gore’s D38 vents. We can also source D38 separately to be fitted to customer closures.
20mm BSP microporous vents can be fitted to drum bungs that have a 3/4”
20mm
BSP thread, and to IBC lids.
2” BSP
2” BSP thread bungs available with 20mm microporous vent fitted
Tri-Sure buttress thread bungs, available with microporous vent or D38 vent
56x4
64x5
Tri-Sure and Rieke buttress thread available with microporous vent
Mauser thread available with 20mm microporous vent fitted
70x6
IBC Lids
See IBC Section for 2” vents for IBC tanks.
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Pool bleach
Pool shock
Powders or tablets

Bleach (Sodium Hypochlorite)
water
Hydrogen Peroxide & water
Dry products

&

Household & industrial cleaners
Liquid fertilsers
Molasses
Pesticides
Degreasers
Scented bleach
Essential oils

Super Resistant Vents (SRV)
are recommended for solutions containing oleophobic (oil repellent) low surface tension liquids.
We have SRV options suitable for a wide range
of applications including any application that
PTFE is suitable for.

Such As:

Products
Containing
ANY:

Surfactants
Soaps
Detergents
Solvents
Oils
Acids
Alcohols
Fragrance

Use Super Resistant Vents for:

Use Super Resistant Vent (SRV)

Liquids which ferment
e.g. fish fertilizer, molasses

Last updated Nov15

This information is intended for use in product evaluation, under your
specific end use conditions, at your own discretion and risk.

suggest a minimum of 5%-10%.
• Insufficient head space can cause leakage or plugging of the vent.
•Following filling ‘Tip & Test’ is recommended to ensure caps are on
correctly and vent is functioning
• Container must be transported and stored in an upright position.

Usage notes when using any vent:
• Be sure to allow adequate head space in the container. We

NB. Hole size on factory produced vented closures varies depending
on closure size and vent type, from 1-6mm.
Some SRV do not require an external hole to vent.

2mm - PTFE vents will have a 2mm hole
4mm – SRV done in 3 Swans workshop will have a 4mm hole

Vent Hole Size:

SRV depends on closure
– refer to our closure chart or contact us for options

Use Super Resistant Vent (SRV)
For oleo-phobic, low surface tension liquids

Sodium Hypochlorite or Hydrogen Peroxide
with a surfactant & products with low surface tension

If in any doubt please contact us: 3 Swans Ltd. ph 07 8509581, email info@3swans.co.nz, web www.3swans.co.nz

For the health & safety of our staff, and the integrity of your product, only clean unused closures will be vented. Please refer to our Policy on Venting Dirty Caps (available on our
website).

Please Note:

Used with permission from Performance Systematix Inc.

PTFE membrane is recommended for use on
hydrophobic (water repellent) high surface
tension, liquids. PTFE has limited applications.

Such as:

Such As:

Contain:

ONLY

Products
that

Use PTFE for:

Teflon Membrane (PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene)

Use PTFE vent
For hydrophobic, high surface tension liquids

Sodium Hypochlorite, Hydrogen Peroxide
or dry products

Which Chemical is used?

Guide to using Vented Caps and Closures

